This paper places the optimal tree ranking problem in N C. A ranking is a labeling of the nodes with natural numbers such that if nodes u and v have the same label then there exists another node with a greater label on the path between them. An optimal ranking is a ranking in which the largest label assigned to any node is as small as possible among all rankings. An O(n) sequential algorithm is known. Researchers have speculated that this problem is P -complete. We show that for an n-node tree, one can compute an optimal ranking in O(log n) time using n 2 = log n CREW PRAM processors. In fact, our ranking is super critical in that the label assigned to each node is absolutely as small as possible. We achieve these results by showing that a more general problem, which we call the super critical numbering problem, is in N C. No N C algorithm for the super critical tree ranking problem, approximate or otherwise, was previously known; the only known N C algorithm for optimal tree ranking was an approximate one.
Introduction
A ranking of a tree is a labeling of the nodes with positive integers such that if two nodes u and v have the same label then there exists another node with a greater label on the path between u and v. We can view this labeling as a mapping from nodes to positive integers. An optimal ranking of a tree is a ranking in which the largest label is as small as possible among all rankings. This paper presents an NC algorithm that produces a super critical tree ranking. This is a special form of an optimal tree ranking in which each node is assigned absolutely the smallest label possible with respect to a given root. Figure 1 shows a tree and four labelings of its nodes. The ranking shown in part (d) is the ranking our algorithm produces.
In 8] applications of this problem to VLSI layout and to manufacturing problems are discussed. Iyer, Ratli , and Vijayan show that an optimal ranking of a tree is equivalent to a minimum-height separator tree 8] . In addition to these applications, another motivation for studying tree ranking is due to its intriguing complexity. In the sequential domain the problem is settled, however, the parallel case remains a challenging open problem. (c) An invalid ranking of the tree. (d) An optimal ranking of the tree that also is a super critical ranking assuming the tree is rooted at the node labeled 3.
In 11] the parallel complexity of optimal tree ranking was rst addressed. Liang, Dhall, and Lakshmivarahan indicated that the problem appears highly sequential in nature and speculated that it might be P-complete 11]. They gave an NC algorithm to approximate an optimal ranking to within a multiplicative factor of two. The strategy of our algorithm is very di erent than theirs and produces an exact solution in NC. One of the tools used by our algorithm is the tree contraction technique introduced in 12, 16] and developed in 1, 2, 5, 7, 13].
We were searching for a natural problem de ned on trees (without vertex or edge weights)
that is P-complete. Such a problem would prove very useful for demonstrating that additional problems, whose complexities have yet to be classi ed, are P-complete. The optimal tree ranking problem appeared to be a viable candidate. The algorithms presented in the literature for solving the optimal tree ranking problem all rely very heavily on results computed at the previous step. We summarize the known results for tree ranking in Table 1 . (u) . (u) is called the rank of node u. An optimal tree ranking or optimal ranking is a ranking whose maximum range value is the smallest among all possible rankings. The optimal rank of T, denoted rank(T ), is the largest natural number used in an optimal ranking of T.
In an optimal ranking only one node may have label rank(T ). The following lemma given in 11] provides useful lower and upper bounds on rank(T ).
Lemma 2.2 If T is a tree with n nodes having diameter d then 1 + blog dc rank(T ) 1 + blog nc x and these bounds are tight.
The next de nition captures the notion of the tightest ranking possible with respect to a given root.
De nition 2.3 Let T = (V; E) be a tree rooted at s. Let u be any node in V . A super critical tree ranking or super critical ranking : V ! N + with respect to root s is an optimal ranking of T with the following properties:
1. restricted to T(u) results in an optimal ranking of T(u). Below we introduce the concept of super critical tree numbering. It requires the idea of list of maxima that was rst presented in 8].
x All logarithms in this paper are base 2.
De nition 2.5 Let T = (V; E) be a tree with root s. Let In Figure 1 part (d), the list of maxima for the rightmost node that is labeled 1 has l 1 = 2 and l 2 = 1.
De nition 2.6 Let T = (V; E) be a tree with root s and let n = jV j. We postpone the proof of existence of a super critical tree numbering until Theorem 3.4. We make several important observations regarding this de nition. Lemma 2.4 implies the super critical numbering with respect to a given root is unique. From the super critical numbering, the super critical ranking can easily be extracted since scr u]?1 equals the exponent of the highest power of two that divides scn u]. In a super critical numbering, , the value (u) encodes the super critical rank of u as well as its list of maxima. It is easy to see that to encode such values in unary for an n vertex tree, the range of values for must go up to and include 2n ? 1 in De nition 2.6. Below we de ne the three problems our algorithm can be used to solve.
De nition 2.7 Given a tree T = (V; E) rooted at vertex s. Computing an optimal tree ranking of T is the Optimal Tree Ranking Problem, computing a super critical ranking of T with respect to root s is the Super Critical Tree Ranking Problem, and computing a super critical numbering of T with respect to root s is the Super Critical Tree Numbering Problem.
The Blend Operation
In this section we introduce the blend operation that plays a fundamental role in the development of our algorithm and may possibly have other applications as well. The blend maps a multi-set of natural numbers into a single natural number.
De nition 3.1 Let S be a multi-set of natural numbers, and OR and AND denote bit vector operations. Let p(S) = max fk j x 2 S, y 2 S ? fxg, and (x (k) AND y (k) = 1)g. We The theorem stated below describes useful properties of the blend, provides an inductive definition of the blend, and it provides explicit formulas for computing the blend. In the statement of the theorem OR, AND, and XOR denote the usual bit-vector operations. We abuse notation somewhat and neglect to convert natural numbers to their binary representations before applying these operations. The next theorem demonstrates existence of the super critical ranking and the super critical numbering for any rooted tree. It also shows how the blend can be used to compute the super critical numbering. 
Super Critical Tree Numbering is in N C
To prove the super critical tree ranking problem is in NC, we show that it can be expressed as a (ii) There is an indexed set S, which is a subset of the closure of G under function composition, such that for all g i ; g j 2 S; f m 2 F and a 2 D, the functions g r and g s given by g r (x) = g i (f m (g j (x); a)) and g s (x) = g i (f m (a; g j (x))) both belong to S, and their indices r and s can be computed from i, j, and m by an O(t(n)) time EREW PRAM (CREW PRAM) using p(n) processors.
The next theorem shows how to solve a B-ATC problem quickly in parallel. EREW PRAM (CREW PRAM) computations, then for any input tree with n leaves the associated algebraic expression can be evaluated in O(t(n) log n) time using np(n)= log n EREW PRAM (CREW PRAM) processors.
In the remainder of this section we show how the super critical tree numbering problem for an arbitrary tree T rooted at s can be reduced to a B-ATC problem on the regular binary tree E T , which is the canonical binary tree representation of T 10, pages 332{345]. In a regular binary tree every internal node has exactly two children. E T is constructed by replacing every node u of The objective of the B-ATC is to compute, for each internal node of E T , the value of the algebraic expression associated with the node in conjunction with the labeling of E T described above. This expression, denoted val w], is de ned inductively for each node w of E T as follows: Theorem 4.6 Let T = (V; E) be an n vertex tree rooted at vertex s. The super critical numbering of T with respect to s can be computed in time O(log n) using n 2 = log n processors on a CREW PRAM. Therefore, the super critical tree numbering problem, the super critical tree ranking problem, and the optimal tree ranking problem are all in the class NC and can be solved within the stated bounds.
Using the standard simulation of a CREW PRAM by an EREW PRAM gives bounds of O(log NC algorithm with a time processor product of O(n log k n) for some number k.
2. Determine the complexity of the general ranking problem that is de ned analogously for arbitrary graphs. Is this problem NP-complete?
3. Find a natural problem on unweighted graphs that when restricted to trees is P-complete.
Part of the original motivation for looking at tree ranking was because it looked like a good candidate.
